
SciComm topic: choosing a journal 
 
Intro to publishing process; choosing a journal 
 
Intro/survey: who has gone all the way through the publication process?  In what field 
and journal? Role in the process? 
 
1. Why publish?  (lots of reasons; we’ve already reviewed this as part of theses-vs.-
manuscripts) 
 JPT (et al.): It’s not science, until you do. 
 you want to get your degree 
 you want to get funding 
 you already have funding and need to show a product 
 you want to get a job some day 
 you want to get tenure some day after that 
 you are proud of your work 
 it is a huge ego trip – and rightly so! 
 even work you’re sick of looks good again in print…. 
 
2. Where to publish?  This decision comes surprisingly early in the process. 
 
How to begin identifying possible venues? 

ask your advisor/committee members for suggestions 
ask some of the people you’ve asked to look at drafts (those in your field) 
what journals do you read most often, and find most relevant to your work? 
what journals are read by the people you want to reach? 

 Consider discipline, type of question, nationality, basic/applied…what aspect of 
your work do you want to foreground, or how would you choose to answer the “why did I 
do this” question? 
 
Criteria: “fit,” audience, prestige, turnaround time, money (page charges), impact factor, 
availability online or otherwise (MKL favors and patronizes open-access), indexing, 
publication quality 
 
Start at the top: you have much to gain (long odds but huge payoff), and little to lose, 
provided (1) you can handle rejection, and (2) you swear to yourself you will turn it 
around and submit it elsewhere the day (or at least the week) you receive a rejection letter 
from Science or Nature or Ecology….  Some claim if you aren’t getting papers rejected 
sometimes, you’re aiming too low (Bolker and Rehan have differing opinions here). 
 
Once you have some candidate journals in mind, find out more about them: 
• look at their mission statements and guidelines 
• look at what types of things they publish (primary research, reviews, brief 
communications, technical notes, essays, …) 



• get your hands on the Instructions for Authors.  You’ll need them later for sure, but 
sometimes they contain critical information you’ll want up front (e.g. format of different 
article types, page charges). 
 
• get some statistics: Journal Citation Reports (online) 
 search for the title in UNH library main catalog 
 choose “on the web” version 

“Information for new users” link on welcome page leads to tutorial, etc. 
 - search by subject category (can combine), or title 
 - sort list by impact factor AND other stats (“immediacy index,” citation half-life) 
 - click on a specific journal à find out where it’s cited, and what it cites, as well 
as the numbers and definitions for impact factor and other stats (*NOTE potential time 
sink!  do this after you’ve done your writing for the day….*).  Can also find “related 
journals.” 
 
KEY ISSUE: OPEN ACCESS 
 
PHD comics classic explanation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5rVH1KGBCY 
 
Peter Suber’s intro to OA: http://legacy.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/overview.htm  
 
UNH Library’s page about open access: http://libraryguides.unh.edu/openaccess  
 
More info can be found on the SciComm blog post: 
https://scicomm.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/week-9-april-7-2016/ 
 
 
Homework: 
1. For next week, come up with a list of two or three possible venues for your paper 
(actual or eventual); for each, supply (1) justification (why send it here?), (2) list of pros 
and cons, including some stats; (3) current instructions for authors. 
 


